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a b s t r a c t
Exploration of solid-state efficient red emissive carbon dots (CDs) phosphors is strongly desired for the
development of high performance CDs-based white light-emitting diodes (WLEDs). In this work,
enhanced red emissive CDs-based phosphors with photoluminescence quantum yields (PLQYs) of 25%
were prepared by embedding red emissive CDs (PLQYs of 23%) into polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP).
Because of the protection of PVP, the phosphors could preserve strong luminescence under long-term
UV excitation or being mixed with conventional packaging materials. By applying the red emissive phosphors as the color conversion layer, WLEDs with high color rendering index of 92 and color coordinate of
(0.33, 0.33) are fabricated.
Ó 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
White light-emitting diodes (WLEDs) indicate a promising
future in replacing the traditional lighting sources, since they are
long-lived, eco-friendly and energy-saving [1–4]. Currently, the
most common path of manufacturing the WLEDs is based on phosphors and the blue light-emitting InGaN chip [5]. The phosphors
are used as color conversion layer to convert the blue emission
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of the InGaN chip into other emission color, and then the residual
non-absorbed blue light and emission from phosphors mix to form
white light [6]. Thereby, phosphors, as a significant part of WLEDs,
play a pivotal role in determining the performance of WLEDs, such
as color rendering index (CRI), correlated color temperature (CCT),
Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) chromaticity coordinate, luminous efficiency, and so forth [7–9]. At present, commercial phosphors are based on the nonrenewable rare-earth
materials, while the exploitation of them would often cause the
concerns of environmental destruction [10]. Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) were proposed to be potential alternative as color
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conversion layer for fabricating WLEDs in the past decade, but the
high-performance QDs are often composed of heavy metal elements, such as Cd and Pb, leading to toxicity concerns [11–13]. Perovskite QDs, as an emerging luminescent material, are also
expected to be applied for WLEDs. However, their photoluminescent (PL) property could be seriously quenched due to the anionexchange reaction when being exposed in the air, which restricts
their applications as phosphors [14]. Therefore, exploring alternative luminescent materials is an important research avenue to promote the development of LEDs [15,16].
Carbon dots (CDs), an emerging class of carbon-based luminescent nanomaterials, have drawn more and more attention in recent
years owing to their outstanding properties, such as chemical stability [17–19], biocompatibility [20–22], photostability [23–26],
low toxicity [27–30] and so forth. Because of those distinct merits,
CDs could be applied in extensive fields, such as drug delivery,
solar cell, optoelectronic devices, bioimaging, and so on [31–44].
Besides, CDs have shown potential to be as a color conversion layer
for WLEDs due to their strong luminescence [45]. However, efficient CDs-based phosphors are difficult to achieve, which could
be understood in terms of the aggregation-induced luminescence
quenching of CDs in the aggregated state [46]. To overcome this
problem, several suitable matrices are utilized to ensure the
monodispersity of CDs in the solid state, resulting in highly luminescent solid-state materials. For instance, Rogach et al. embedded
CDs into polymethylmethacrylate to form luminescent phosphors,
and combined the phosphors with ultraviolet (UV) chips to fabricate LEDs [37]. Similarly, in our previous work, CDs were dispersed
on the surface of starch, ensuring the monodispersity of CDs and
therewith the strong PL emission, which could be used as the color
conversion layer for cool WLEDs with CCT of 9892 K [45]. Despite
the successes in fabricating LEDs, these approaches still own several limitations for realizing practical illumination. Ideal WLEDsbased illumination source should be based on blue-emitting InGaN
chips instead of ultraviolet light to avoid the harm of UV light to
the human health [9]. Meanwhile, owing to the lack of efficient
red emissive CDs-based phosphors, current CDs-based WLEDs possess low CRI and high CCT, which is not favorable to present the
true apparent color [47]. Consequently, it is of great scientific interest and value to develop more efficient routes to prepare CDsbased phosphors for high performance WLEDs with high CRI.
In this work, we prepared red emissive CDs-based phosphors
through embedding red emissive CDs (r-CDs) into polyvinyl
pyrrolidone (PVP). The as-prepared r-CDs@PVP phosphors exhibit

a red emission located at 648 nm and high photoluminescence
quantum yields (PLQYs) of 25% under 532 nm excitation, which
could be ascribed to the plentiful electron-acceptor group (C@O)
of PVP. Additionally, green emissive phosphors based on green
emissive CDs (g-CDs) were synthesized [45], which possess strong
PL emission centered at 532 nm with PLQYs of 36% under 450 nm
light. These CDs-based phosphors exhibit good photostability and
structural stability. Based on these advantages, these two phosphors were deposited successively on the InGaN chip of LEDs in
order of decreasing PL emission wavelength. In the WLEDs prototype, blue emission (450 nm) of InGaN chip first excite the gCDs@starch phosphors to emit green light (532 nm), and then rCDs@PVP phosphors are excited to generate red light, leading to
a broad spectrum emission and thereby achieving WLEDs with
high CRI of 92 (Fig. 1).
2. Results and discussion
Experimentally, g-CDs are prepared from citric acid and urea by
the microwave-assisted heating method [45]. Under sunlight, the
diluted solution of g-CDs presents primrose yellow, indicating a
strong absorbance of blue light, which is further confirmed by
UV–vis absorption spectrum (Fig. S1a). Under 450 nm excitation,
g-CDs solution shows strong green emission located at 532 nm
(Fig. S1a and b). As shown in Fig. S1c, high resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM) shows that the lattice spacing of gCDs is 0.21 nm, consistent with the (1 0 0) lattice planes of graphite
[32].
To obtain r-CDs, the reaction between citric acid and urea is
performed in the solvothermal method as described in MATERIALS
AND METHODS. The as-prepared r-CDs are dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), which possesses an obvious absorption in the
range of green light (Fig. 2a). Meaningfully, r-CDs presents strong
red emission under green light (532 nm) excitation (Fig. 2b), where
the electron-acceptor group (S@O) of DMSO is capable of modifying the surface of the r-CDs, thereby influencing the optical bandgap and promoting electron transitions [48]. Furthermore, PLQYs of
r-CDs DMSO solution is measured to be 23% under 532 nm excitation. TEM and HRTEM images present monodisperse r-CDs with an
average diameter of 3.4 nm and lattice spacing of 0.21 nm, consisting with the (1 0 0) crystallographic facet of graphite (Figs. 2c and
S2) [49–52].
To obtain solid-state luminescent materials, these CDs should
be dispersed onto matrix to avoid the aggregation-induced

Fig. 1. Schematics of preparation of CDs-based phosphors for WLEDs.
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Fig. 2. (a) Absorption spectrum of r-CDs DMSO solution. (b) PL emission spectrum of r-CDs DMSO solution under green light (532 nm). Insets in (b) are optical image of r-CDs
DMSO solution under sunlight, and the corresponding fluorescent image under green light (532 nm) with a 550 nm filter (long pass). (c) TEM and HRTEM images of r-CDs.

luminescence quenching of CDs. Here, g-CDs solutions are mixed
with starches. Since there are lots of hydroxyl groups in g-CDs
and starch [45], g-CDs have a strong interaction with the starch
through hydrogen bond, resulting in the monodisperse g-CDs on
the surface of the starch. Under blue light, the g-CDs@starch phosphors with mass ratio of 1:30 wt% exhibit bright green fluorescence from the g-CDs (Fig. 3a and b), whereas bare starch has no
PL emission (Fig. S3). PL emission spectrum of the g-CDs@starch
phosphors is nearly identical with that of g-CDs solution, indicating no aggregation of g-CDs on the surface of starch (Figs. 3c and
S1). To further confirm this proposal, another two g-CDs@starch
phosphors with different mass ratios (1:50 and 1:70 wt%) are prepared (Fig. S4a–d), whose PL emission spectra are same as that of
the g-CDs@starch phosphors (mass ratio of 1:30 wt%) (Figs. 3c
and S4e), demonstrating the good monodispersity of g-CDs. Similarly, r-CDs are combined with PVP to maintain their stabilization
and strong luminescence in the solid state (Fig. 3d and e). The rCDs@PVP phosphors present red emission under green light
(Fig. 3e). The PL emission of the r-CDs@PVP phosphors centers at
650 nm with PLQYs of 25% under 532 nm excitation (Fig. 3f). Compared to the r-CDs DMSO solutions, there is a red-shift in the PL

emission of the r-CDs@PVP phosphors, which is attributed to the
variations of the electron-acceptor group from S@O of DMSO to
C@O of PVP [48]. But, the longer-wavelength emission is more
favorable to enhance CRI of WLEDs.
To further characterize g-CDs@starch and r-CDs@PVP phosphors, fluorescence microscope images of them are obtained. As
seen in Fig. 4a and b, under blue and green light, homogeneous
green and red emission from the whole phosphors are observed,
respectively, suggesting a good distribution of CDs in these
matrixes. Moreover, the luminescence lifetimes of r-CDs DMSO
solution and r-CDs@PVP phosphors are measured to be 5.1 and
5.2 ns, respectively (Fig. 4c and d), which are nearly identical.
The aggregations of CDs usually cause energy loss, which would
lead to the decrease of the luminescence lifetime. Thereby, the
nearly unchanged luminescence lifetime indicates nonaggregation of r-CDs in r-CDs@PVP phosphors [50,53–55].
Since CDs themselves hold good photostability against UV light,
the as-prepared phosphors are expected to possess good photostability, ensuring their PL stability upon irradiation by the chips of
LEDs. The photostability is investigated by comparing the PL intensity of the phosphors, including g-CDs@starch, r-CDs@PVP

Fig. 3. (a) Optical image of g-CDs@starch phosphors with mass ratio of 1:30 under sunlight, and (b) the corresponding fluorescent image under blue light with a 495 nm filter
(long pass). (c) PL emission spectrum of g-CDs@starch phosphors under blue light (450 nm). (d) Optical image of r-CDs@PVP phosphors under sunlight, and (e) the
corresponding fluorescent image under green light with a 550 nm filter (long pass). (f) PL emission spectrum of r-CDs@PVP phosphors under green light (532 nm).
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Fig. 4. Fluorescence microscope images of (a) g-CDs@starch phosphors and (b) r-CDs@PVP phosphors under blue light and green light, respectively. The exposure time is 100
ms. (c) Luminescence lifetime decay curves of r-CDs DMSO solution (red sphere) and r-CDs@PVP phosphors (black sphere). (d) Comparison of the PLQYs and lifetime of r-CDs
DMSO solution and r-CDs@PVP phosphors. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

phosphors and commercial fluorescein sodium (a common fluorescent dye), which are continuously irradiated by a UV light (1.6 W
cm 2) under the same conditions. As seen from Fig. 5a, the harsh
conditions of the irradiation used in our tests are indeed harmful
to all of the samples. For commercial fluorescent dye, the PL intensity decreases to 80% at first 5 min. After 20 min of irradiation, the
PL intensity losses more than a half of its initial PL intensity. After
60 min of irradiation, its PL intensity further decreases to less than
20%. Nevertheless, the PL intensity of g-CDs@starch phosphors
decays at a slow rate. Within first 5 min, it losses less than 10%.

As a consequence, about 94% PL intensity of g-CDs@starch phosphors could be retained after 60 min. Furthermore, the photostability of g-CDs@starch phosphors under longer UV light
irradiation is tested (Fig. S5). After continuously irradiating gCDs@starch phosphors for 100 h, their PL intensity could be maintained more than 90%. Similarly, r-CDs@PVP phosphors also possess good photostability against UV light. Within first 5 min, the
PL intensity of r-CDs@PVP phosphors reduces less than 5%. After
60 min, the PL intensity of r-CDs@PVP phosphors could be maintained more than 96%. Even under UV light irradiation for 100 h,

Fig. 5. (a) PL intensity decay curves of g-CDs@starch phosphors (black curve), r-CDs@PVP phosphors (red curve) and fluorescent dye (blue curve) under UV light. Images of
luminescent bulk materials which are composed of (b) g-CDs@starch phosphors and epoxy-silicone resin under blue light with a 495 nm filter (long pass), and (c) r-CDs@PVP
phosphors and epoxy-silicone resin under green light with a 550 nm filter (long pass). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
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their PL intensity could still be maintained more than 90% (Fig. S5).
Actually, since the intensity of the blue light from the InGaN chips
is much weaker than that used in testing the photostability of CDsbased phosphors, the fabricated CDs-based WLEDs is expected to
possess much better stability, as evidenced later. Therefore, gCDs@starch and r-CDs@PVP phosphors possess great potential
applications as color conversion layer in LEDs.
Moreover, g-CDs@starch and r-CDs@PVP phosphors could be
mixed with commercial packaging materials, such as epoxysilicone resin, to form various shaped luminescent bulk materials
without change of PL emissions in comparison with the initial PL
emission of the phosphors (Fig. 5b and c). Under blue light, the
materials composed of g-CDs@starch and epoxy-silicone resin
can emit bright green light, consisting with the emission of gCDs@starch phosphors (Fig. 3b). Under green light, the materials
composed of r-CDs@PVP and epoxy-silicone resin possess strong
red luminescence originating from r-CDs@PVP phosphors
(Fig. 3e). These results demonstrate that the PL properties of these
phosphors could be well preserved and not deteriorated by epoxysilicone resin. All above advantages of the CDs-based phosphors
allow them to be applied in photoelectric devices.
In fabricating LEDs, the mixtures of the g-CDs@starch phosphors and epoxy-silicone resin are deposited on commercially
available blue-emitting InGaN LED chips with an emission peak
at 450 nm (Fig. S6), and solidified in an oven at 80 °C for 1 h. When
the mass ratio of the g-CDs@starch phosphors and epoxy-silicone
resin is 0.6:1 wt%, only cool WLEDs with CIE color coordinate of
(0.27, 0.28) and CCT of 12942 K is obtained (Fig. 6a), which is
mainly because a small number of phosphors cannot sufficiently
convert the blue light from the InGaN chips (the inset of Fig. 6a).
Then, the mass ratio of the g-CDs@starch phosphors and epoxysilicone resin is increased to 2.5:1 wt%, but a yellow green LED
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rather than WLED is fabricated, whose CIE color coordinate and
CCT are (0.33, 0.40) and 5572 K (Fig. 6b), respectively. The reason
why WLEDs cannot be realized is that the g-CDs@starch phosphors
can only emit green light and lacks long-wavelength emission
(Fig. 3c). Though there is yellow emission in this LEDs, it is mainly
due to the reabsorption of g-CDs emission in the phosphors, which
has been explained in detail in our previous publication [53].
According to the theory of colorimetry, the CIE color coordinate
of the LEDs fabricated by the g-CDs@starch phosphors and InGaN
chips can only locate on the line, which is connected by the two
CIE color coordinates of the g-CDs@starch phosphors and InGaN
chips as shown in Fig. 6c. Meanwhile, owing to the presence of
reabsorption, the line should be a curved line (the red line in
Fig. 6c). In spite of the incorrect emission color, the LEDs possess
low CRI (69) because of lack of red emission (Fig. 6b). To address
this issue, the mixtures of r-CDs@PVP phosphors and epoxysilicone resin are further deposited onto the yellow green LED
(Fig. 1). As shown in Fig. 6d, a WLED prototype is produced, showing good color rendition. In the WLEDs, blue emission (450 nm) of
InGaN chip first excite the g-CDs@starch phosphors to emit green
light (532 nm), and then r-CDs@PVP phosphors are excited to generate red light, leading to a broad spectrum emission and thereby
achieving WLEDs with high CRI of 92 (Fig. 6g). To be close to practical applications, an area light composed of nine WLED devices is
fabricated (Figs. 6d and S7). Then, some different colored pen caps
are used to verify the color rendering property (Fig. 6d). Their
apparent colors are almost exactly the same under the WLEDs
and sunlight (Fig. 6d and f), demonstrating the high color rendering
property of the WLEDs. The luminous efficacy of WLEDs is 12 lm/W
at the coordinate of (0.33, 0.33) and CCT of 5610 K (Fig. 6d and e).
In addition, due to the good photostability of the g-CDs@starch and
r-CDs@PVP phosphors (Fig. S5), the fabricated CDs-based WLEDs

Fig. 6. (a) Image of working cool WLED with CIE color coordinate of (0.27, 0.28) and CCT of 12942 K. Insets in (a) are optical image of WLED and emission spectrum of working
cool WLED. (b) Image of working yellow green LED with CIE color coordinate of (0.33, 0.40), CCT of 5572 K, and CRI of 69. Insets in (b) are optical image of yellow green LED
and emission spectrum of working yellow green LED. (c) CIE chromaticity diagram containing color coordinates of cool WLED and yellow green LED. (d) Image of pen caps
with different colors under working WLEDs with CIE color coordinate of (0.33, 0.33), CCT of 5610 K and CRI of 92. (e) CIE chromaticity diagram containing color coordinate of
WLEDs with high CRI. (f) Image of pen caps under sunlight. (g) Emission spectrum of working WLEDs as shown in (d). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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possess good stability (Fig. S8). After continuously working for
three weeks, the emission intensity of the WLEDs is nearly
unchanged. Finally, the WLED is tested at different operation voltage. The decreased voltage only lowers the brightness, but not
alters the emission color and CRI (Fig. S9). All these results strongly
demonstrate the great potential of the CDs-based phosphors in
high performance WLEDs-based illumination applications.

3. Conclusions
On the basis of the previous researches, this work has indicated
that WLEDs with high color rendition can be realized from r-CDs
[33,37,45,53]. The role of PVP in the preparation process of rCDs@PVP phosphors inhibited the aggregation of r-CDs in the solid
state, thus overcoming the aggregation-induced solid-state luminescence quenching. Furthermore, the carbonyl group of PVP as
the electron-acceptor group is capable of modifying the surface
of the r-CDs, thereby obtaining red emissive phosphors with PL
peak position at 650 nm and PLQYs of 25% under 532 nm excitation
[48]. Since the protection of PVP and good photostability of CDs
themselves, the as-prepared r-CDs@PVP phosphors exhibited good
photostability, ensuring their PL stability upon irradiation by the
chips of LEDs. After continuously irradiating CDs-based phosphors
for 100 h, more than 90% of the emission intensities of CDs-based
phosphors could be maintained, indicating the great potential of
CDs-based phosphors for practical application. All advantages
above allow the r-CDs@PVP phosphors to be used as color conversion layer for enhancing the color rendition of WLEDs. Compared
with the g-CDs@starch phosphors-based WLEDs in our previous
report [45], the application of the r-CDs@PVP phosphors in color
conversion layer can obviously enhance the CRI of WLEDs from
69 to 92. We propose that this synthetic methodology of CDsbased solid-state luminescent materials also expands the way of
CDs for wider applications in many other fields.

4. Materials and methods
4.1. Materials
Starch (98%), urea (99%), citric acid (99.5%) and polyvinyl
pyrrolidone (PVP, average mol. Wt. 10,000) were purchased from
Gufu, Macklin, and Aladdin, respectively. N,N-dimethylformamide
(DMF, 99.5%), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, 99.5%), and ethanol
(99.7%) were purchased from Tianjin Fuyu Fine Chemical Co., Ltd..
Sodium hydroxide (NaOH, 96%) and hydrochloric acid (HCl, 36%)
were purchased from Tianjin Guangfu Technology Development
Co., Ltd. and Beijing Chemical Works, respectively. Epoxy-silicone
resin A and B (98%), which were obtained from Ausbond, were used
for encapsulation. All of them were not purified before being used.
4.2. Synthesis of green emissive CDs (g-CDs)
According to our previous work [45], g-CDs were synthesized in
the microwave-assisted heating method. 3 g citric acid and 6 g
urea were added into 20 ml deionized water to form transparent
solution. Then the pre-blended solution was heated in a domestic
650 W microwave oven for 5 min, during which the solution changed from a colorless clear liquid to a brown and finally a nut-brown
solid in aggregated state, indicating the formation of g-CDs. After
that, the solid was re-dissolved in deionized water, and centrifuged
twice at speed of 8000 rpm for 5 min to remove the aggregated
particles. Finally, the solution with green emission under 450 nm
light was obtained.

4.3. Synthesis of red emissive CDs (r-CDs)
In experiment, r-CDs were synthesized in a solvothermal
method. 3 g citric acid and 6 g urea were added into 30 ml DMF
and reacted at 160 °C for 6 h under solvothermal condition. Darkbrown solution was obtained after the mixture cooled down to
room temperature. Then, the solution was mixed with 3 ml of 50
mg mL 1 NaOH aqueous solution and 10 ml ethanol, and purified
in a centrifuge at the speed of 8000 rpm for 10 min. The precipitates were obtained. After that, the precipitate was further redissolved in 3 ml deionized water, mixed with 1 ml of 5 wt% dilute
HCl aqueous solution, and centrifuged at the speed of 12,000 rpm
for 10 min. The precipitate was collected and re-dissolved in water.
The solution was centrifuged three times to wash off residual HCl
and salts, and then freeze-dried in vacuum freeze dryer to obtain
dark solid of r-CDs.
4.4. Preparation of g-CDs@starch phosphors
The g-CDs@starch phosphors (mass ratio: 1:30, 1:50 and 1:70)
were prepared by mixing g-CDs with starch in deionized water
and stirring for 30 min. The mixtures were filtered to collect the
solid blocks on filter paper and freeze-dried in vacuum freeze
dryer. Then, the phosphors were ground into powders in agate
mortar and collect to be used for experiments and measurements.
4.5. Preparation of r-CDs@PVP phosphors
100 mg r-CDs were re-dissolved in 0.5 ml DMSO, and then PVP
was added into the solution. After that, the mixtures were put into
vacuum to remove the air. The mixtures were dried in vacuum
oven at 60 °C for 30 min. Finally, the r-CDs@PVP phosphors were
obtained.
4.6. Preparation of CDs-based luminescent bulk materials
The g-CDs@starch phosphors were dispersed in the epoxysilicone resin A and B components (volume ratio: 2:1) under continuously stirring. Then, the mixtures were put into vacuum oven
to remove the air, poured into various shaped molds, and baked
at 60 °C for 1 h. Finally, green emissive bulk materials with various
shapes were obtained. The red emissive bulk materials were prepared in similar way, except using r-CDs@PVP phosphors instead
of g-CDs@starch phosphors.
4.7. Fabrication of white light-emitting diodes (WLEDs) from gCDs@starch and r-CDs@PVP phosphors
The commercial InGaN chips with 450 nm emission were used
as the WLEDs base. The color conversion layers were prepared by
mixing g-CDs@starch or r-CDs@PVP phosphors with epoxysilicone resin. Then, the mixture was deposited on the InGaN chip
of LEDs. After that, LEDs were finally fabricated by curing them at
80 °C for 1 h.
4.8. Characterization
Hitachi F-7000 spectrophotometer was used to collect the PL
spectra and Shimadzu UV-3010 PC spectrophotometer was used
to record the UV–visible absorption spectra. Hitachi H-800 electron
microscope was chosen to test the transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The images of products were taken by single lens
reflex camera (Nikon D70). The fluorescence microscopy images
of composite phosphors were measured by C2+ confocal microscope system (Nikon confocal instruments). In testing the stability
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of the CDs-based phosphors, fluorescent dye and WLEDs, each
measurement is taken three times, and the average value is used
for ensuring the accuracy, though the three values are very much
in agreement. The photoluminescence quantum yields (PLQYs) of
the r-CDs DMSO solution and CDs-based phosphors were carried
out by the calibrated integrating sphere in FLS920 spectrometer.
Before the measurement, the instrument was calibrated by the
quinine in 0.5 mol/L H2SO4 aqueous solution, where the final concentration was 1  10 5 mol/L to eliminate the concentration
quenching. The CIE (Commission Internationale de L’Eclairage
1931) colorimetry system was used to authenticate the color of
the LEDs.
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